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(Vocal Score). Italian/English. Translated by Martin.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest source of
music performance and instructional materials, with a catalog of over a million products in both
physical and digital form. They represent many of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time
and publish and distribute works from all genres of music for all styles of musicians and
ensembles.
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Kitty, “Funny Typo. Won over all my professors with the misprint on the cover "Le Nozzle Di
Figaro””

Goldberg, “Accurate Italian Lyrics with English Translation. This book is as thick as a phone
book, so if you want to put it on the piano music stand... well it's hard....The print quality could be
better, and English translation is not so direct, but that's expected, and at least the translation is
there, so I am very happy with this book.(example translations: Non piu andrai farfallone
amoroso -> From now on, my adventurous lover Dove sono i bei momenti -> Are they over,
those cherished moments)”

Kat Skafidas, “It’s a decent score.. It’s useful for its decent English translations. It’s no
Bärenreiter, but it does the job as a score. It’s perfect for students, comprehensive, although it
weighs more than a phone book.”

Nerk, “Very Pleased. The arrangements look good, simplified for piano”

Alexandra A. Munroe, “Just what the director ordered!. This is what was requested by my
daughter's voice teacher and director of a young adult abridged version. The only reason it didn't
get 5 stars is my daughter said it would be really nice if it came with a ring binding to open flat for
practicing.”

O Kwon, “It came nicely. There was a bit confusion for shipping time. It came nicely. There was a
bit confusion for shipping time, but everything worked nicely and book is in very good shape.”

HL, “Good if you find it for 25 bucks or less. Good if you find it for 25 bucks or less. Better
editions can be had for around 60 bucks. Printing quality is good.”

bloomsburybill, “This is a durable score of this wonderful opera. The English translation is
reasonably good. This is a durable score of this wonderful opera. The English translation is
reasonably good. There are occasional oddities of underlay but this probably inevitable in a long
translation.”

NK London, “Good edition and good piano reduction. Good edition of Le Nozze di Figaro, well
laid out and easily readable.My pianist also really appreciated the well thought out piano
reduction.”

Steve Randall, “Five Stars. Enjoyed performing this opera - A nice clear score”



Judi Friis, “fast delivery and good value. The score arrived quickly enabling me to start
rehearsing early, it was inexpensive and comprehensive.”

The book by Giacomo Puccini has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 99 people have provided feedback.
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